PLASTIC BOLLARD COVER COLOR OPTIONS

Models: R-7100, R-7101, R-7109, R-7110, R-7111, R-7120, R-7130, R-7140, R-7150, R-7155

Polyethylene plastic bollard covers are available in a range of colors for aesthetics and visibility. Polyethylene won’t fade or chip from regular weathering, and is low-maintenance. Plastic bollard covers also resist physical markup from collisions, and chemical wear from solvents and de-icing salts.

ABOUT POLYETHYLENE

Each post cover is made from polyethylene plastic in which the selected color is impregnated. Ultraviolet and antistatic additives prevent fading due to sun exposure, producing a bright, resilient color. The color extends through the entire material area of the cover, so subsequent dents and scratches have a minimal effect on the overall appearance.

COLOR OPTIONS:

- Beige
- Black
- Blue
- Brown
- Green
- Orange
- Red
- White
- Yellow
- Grey

Reliance Foundry offers ten different color options for its line of plastic bollard covers. Bollard covers are available with optional reflector strips in 1 of 4 colors to increase visibility in low-light and adverse weather conditions.

Note: Color swatches are approximations only.